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Editorial
THE EUROPEAN UNION AND THE UNITED KINGDOM
Brexit? or United Forward!
Can we imagine a European Commission without a British member?
Can we imagine a Council meeting without a British minister?
Can we imagine a European Parliament without British MEPs?
And, can we imagine TEPSA without a fullfledged British member?
The answer to all these questions clearly is: NO.
The European Union is a safe place to discuss and decide about common and global issues, whether related to
economics, security or people.
It makes quite a difference to be member of a family or a related member. We all know that from our personal
experiences. It is simply not the same.
Of course, dependent of whether there will be sufficient political will on all sides, one can imagine an alternative
construction for the UK like EEA membership, a preferred associate status or something similar. However, again, it is
not the same.
That, by the way, is the reason why our General Assembly in Bratislava of 2 June will decide about a proposal of the
Board, supported by all TEPSA members being present at the last General Assembly in The Hague in November
2015, to broaden the scope of TEPSA membership: from, as the Statutes are worded now, institutes established in
‘Member States of the EU’ to institutes established in ‘European’ countries. Indeed, for European academics dealing
with EU studies it is better to be fully involved than to be ‘associated’ to the work of others.
In fact, the European Union is a peace project. We aim at creating conditions of peace, stability and prosperity for all
our citizens. It is the old narrative of EU cooperation. Many politicians ask these days for a new narrative, more
appealing to younger generations. However, the original one still has its merits. On a daily basis issues appear on our
agenda which individual states cannot handle anymore alone. Whether it is trade, the economic crisis, the migration
crisis, terrorism or the geopolitical tensions at all our external borders (Russia/Ukraine, the Middle East, and North
Africa).
Problems arising during internal EU negotiations have to be solved by elaborating compromises, eventually in the
form of formulas of differentiation and flexibility. In fact, to a large extent it is due to the British position in EU
cooperation that we have already developed an extensive practice of differentiated approaches (in the domain of the
Area of Freedom, Security and Justice and the Euro cooperation for example).
Because of the differences with regard to economic and political orientation already existing between the present
Member States and, still more evidently, between the present and candidate Member States, differentiated
cooperation is the model for the future, whether we like it or not. Moreover, is ‘Unity in Diversity’ not the motto of the
European Union? As long as differentiated solutions do not interfere with the basic principles and the core acquis of
the Union, they have to be accepted. In that respect the New Settlement elaborated for the United Kingdom by the
European Council in its meeting of 18/19 February reflects a careful balance.
Last but not least, sovereignty these days is an illusion. The world has become a global village, our economies have
become interdependent and communication is organised through ultrafast networks.
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Therefore, again, we better share responsibilities to cope with common challenges rather than have to deal with them
on our own. From such a global perspective, the United States – with its President, Barack Obama, as its best
spokesperson – is the first to agree that the United Kingdom has its place in Europe, in the (perhaps not perfect, but
all the same) stable framework of the European Union.
So, let us hope that common sense will prevail on 23 June when the referendum in the United Kingdom will take
place. Let us hope for the best result, for Europe and the United Kingdom!

Prof. Jaap de Zwaan, TEPSA SecretaryGeneral

News from TEPSA Secretariat
TEPSA PrePresidency
Conference in Bratislava,
23 June 2016
On the occasion of the first Slovak EU
Council Presidency starting on 1st July 2016, TEPSA in cooperation with the Institute of European Studies and
International Relations of Comenius University will organise its traditional PrePresidency Conference in Bratislava,
on 2 and 3 June 2016. This conference is part of the longstanding tradition of TEPSA's PrePresidency Conferences
(PPCs), which take place twice …
Read more.

Joint publication from TEPSA and the Egmont
Institute: "The reform of the EU courts (II).
Abandoning the management approach by doubling
the General Court" By Franklin Dehousse
The 2011 proposal of the European Court of Justice aiming to increase the number of judges of the General Court
has mutated after four years into a complete change of the EU judicial system. This long legislative debate was the
first implementation of the Lisbon Treaty in the judicial domain. It has revealed different problems – formal and
substantial – of …
Read more.

News about TEPSA projects
PADEMIA Third Annual
Conference, 1920 May 2016,
Brussels
The third and last Annual Conference in the framework of
the PADEMIA project will take place in Brussels on 1920
May 2016. The conference will consist of parallel thematic
workshops organised along the lines of PADEMIA’s seven research themes. Keynote speeches from external
practitioners and EU decision makers further elaborate on the themes of the project. Moreover, the winners …
Read more.
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PONT Working Europe Seminar, 48 April 2016,
Brussels: “EU Asylum and Migration Policies”
Fondation Universitaire, Rue d’Egmont 11, Brussels In the framework of the
Professional Training on EU Affairs – PONT project, cofunded by the
ERASMUS+/Jean Monnet Programme, TEPSA organized a fiveday seminar on EU
Asylum and Migration policies in Brussels on 48 April 2016. Twenty excellent
Master’s students from diverse geographical and disciplinary backgrounds were
selected from more than 100 highcalibre applicants. …
Read more.

New TEPSA project: FEUTURE  The Future of EU
Turkey Relations. Mapping Dynamics and Testing
Scenarios
The new TEPSA project "FEUTURE  The Future of EUTurkey Relations. Mapping
Dynamics and Testing Scenarios" was officially launched on 1 April 2016. FEUTURE is a
TEPSA project on EUTurkey relations that will last for three years (from 1 April 2016 till 30 March 2019). TEPSA is
currently exploring how its member institutes can be involved in some phases of the project …
Read more.

THESEUS Final
Conference, 1718 March
2016, Cologne: “The
European Union between integration and disintegration – Reflections
on the last decade and beyond”
For more than 50 years, European integration has been called a success story built up around the narrative of an
‘ever closer Union’. Since the financial and economic crisis, however, a serious concern of disintegration has been
striking the European Union. Possible scenarios range from a collapse of the EU system to fragmentation,
differentiation, and partial disintegration. Exit schemes like …
Read more.

News from TEPSA Member Institutes
News from the Centre
d’Etudes Européennes of
Sciences Po
New website The CEE has a new website.
The new address is: http://www.sciencespo.fr/centreetudeseuropeennes. Visiting Researchers The Centre
d’Etudes Européennes is regularly hosting guest researchers and doctoral students from foreign institutions who
take an active part in our scientific activities. These stays often allow them to explore, build or pursue research
cooperations with CEE researchers. The CEE is pleased to welcome in …
Read more.

News from the Finnish
Institute of International
Affairs (FIIA)
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Research grants to FIIA FIIA has been granted external research funding while the Finnish Journal of Foreign Affairs
wins an award. A research project on critical global and regional trends that may affect Finland’s international position
in the next few years has been granted €260,000. The project is led by Director Teija Tiilikainen and coordinated by
Eeva Innola. FIIA will …
Read more.

News from Istituto Affari Internazionali
(IAI)
IAI will play a lead role as scientific coordinator and group leader in
three new research projects funded by the EU’s Horizon 2020
programme. The projects will analyse current and future trends in EUTurkey relations, European policy in the
Mediterranean region and broader geopolitical developments in the Middle East and North Africa. Each project will last
for three years and …
Read more.

News from Institut für
Europäische Politik (IEP)
New research project on EU and Russia started
The crisis of the EURussia relations of the last two years has shown the need for scientific research and network
building in order to encourage once more the improvement of the EastWest relations. The project of the
Europawissenschaftliches Netzwerk Deutschland (END) is carried out by the Institut für Europäische Politik (IEP) …
Read more.

News from the Institute of International Affairs and the
Centre for Small State Studies of University of Iceland
Höfði Reykjavik Peace Centre The Höfði Reykjavik Peace Centre will be established in
October 2016, on the 30th anniversary of the summit in Höfði house in October 1986. The
summit marked the beginning of a new era, a turning point in the Cold War, when the
superpowers engaged in dialogue that subsequently led to the end of the tension driven …
Read more.

News from the Institute for Development
and International Relations (IRMO)
IRMO participated as project partner responsible for pilot
implementation of the 2015 Media Pluralism Monitor (MPM) in
Croatia. The Media Pluralism Monitor 2015 is financed by the European Commission and coordinated by the Centre
for Media Pluralism and Media Freedom (CMPF) of the Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies (RSCAS),
European University Institute (EUI) in Florence, Italy. The monitor …
Read more.

News from outside the TEPSA network
EEAS's East StratCom Task
Force publishes two weekly
newsletters
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The EEAS's East StratCom Task Force was set up following the European Council in March 2015, which asked the
EU High Representative to submit, in cooperation with EU institutions and Member States, an action plan on strategic
communication in order to address Russia's ongoing disinformation campaigns. As part of this effort, it offers two
public, weekly newsletters to stay up …
Read more.

Seminar “Public Health and
Human Rights – Current
Challenges and Possible
Solutions”
The European InterUniversity Centre for Human
Rights in Venice is organizing the seminar “Public
Health and Human Rights – Current Challenges
and Possible Solutions”, to take place on 19 May 2016 on the Lido, Venice. The issue of global health governance
deals with the question how to regulate efficiently a panoply of actors in global health, such as international
organisations, States, …
Read more.

Inauguration of the Chair in European
Values: discourses and prospects
4 May 2016, 17:45 BOZAR, rue Ravensteinstraat 23, 1000
Brussels In the presence of Frans Timmermans, First Vice
President of the European Commission, and of Herman Van
Rompuy, former President of the European Council. At a moment when the European Union’s foundations are put into
question – with a barely tamed euro crisis, a divisive refugee crisis, and growing public disenchantment …
Read more.

Upcoming events at TEPSA Member
Institutes
4th ENP PhD Summer
School: “The ENP under
Pressure: Conceptual and
Empirical Understandings
of EU Foreign Policy towards the Southern and Eastern Neighbours”
College of Europe  Natolin, 23 June1 July 2016 Following the success of previous summer schools held at the
Natolin campus of the College of Europe, the European Neighbourhood Policy Chair at the College of Europe, Natolin
campus, is organizing the 4th ENP PhD Summer School on “The ENP under Pressure: Conceptual and Empirical
Understandings of EU Foreign Policy towards …
Read more.

EIPA Summer School on
EU Economic Integration
and Local & Regional
Development
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Barcelona, 27 June  1 July 2016 Over the course of this Summer School the main aspects and challenges of
economic integration, the aftermath of the financial crisis, and regional and urban development strategies will be
discussed and analysed using real life business cases. Additionally, the way in which territories can steer their own
economic destiny and boost growth through …
Read more.

Invitation to Citizen Dialogue:
“Europas Grenzen – Wir
müssen reden!”
Institut für Europäische Politik, 4 May 2016 Europa Union Deutschland (EUD) together with the Institut für
Europäische Politik wishes to invite all those interested to a citizen dialogue on "Europas Grenzen – Wir müssen
reden!" on May 4 in Augsburg. The internal and external borders of the European Union will be the core topic of the
debate. Questions connected to …
Read more.

Open seminar on "Brexit and its implications for
Ireland and the EU"
Institute of International Affairs (IIA), University of Iceland 19 May 2016 On 19 May the IIA
will organise an open seminar with John O’Brennan where he will discuss the upcoming
referendum on Britain’s membership of the European Union and its implications for Ireland
and the EU. Mr. O’Brennan holds the Jean Monnet Chair of European Integration at
Maynooth University and …
Read more.

Public discussion with the Members of the
Latvian Parliament on the foreign affairs
29 April, 2016 Latvia University of Agriculture, Jelgava (Latvia) The
Latvian Institute of International Affairs as part of the Latvian Foreign
and Security Policy Yearbook 2016 and Latvian foreign Policy
Centenary Project throughout the year will organise five discussions
where members of the political parties represented in Parliament
(Saeima) will meet with the general public. Four of these discussions …
Read more.

Expert round table and public discussion:
“Riga Dialogue 2016: Building Bridges for
EuroAtlantic Security”
17 May 2016 Riga On 17 May 2016, LIIA is organising the annual
Riga Dialogue. The event is supported by the FriedrichEbertStiftung,
Nuclear Threat Initiative, German Marshal Fund’s Black Sea Trust for
Regional Cooperation, and European Leadership Network, and the Latvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. “Riga Dialogue
2016: Building Bridges for EuroAtlantic Security” will feature a closed …
Read more.

Past events at TEPSA Member
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Institutes
Past events at the Centre of
International Relations of
University of Ljubljana  Spring
2016
Workshop on “Crossborder Cooperation in the Refugee crisis” 11 April 2016, Centre for International Relations,
Ljubljana On 11 April 2016, a workshop on handling the refugee crisis was organised in Ljubljana by Centre for
International Relations (CIR), University of Ljubljana. At the event, a set of questions concerning the crisis were being
discussed with political representatives, members of humanitarian …
Read more.

Past events at Real Instituto Elcano –
Spring 2016
Presentation of the report "Spain in the World 2016: perspectives and
challenges" and debate on the Spanish external action in this new
political cycle’ 18 February 2016 Organised by Elcano Royal Institute.
The analysts at the Elcano Royal Institute have written a collective report titled "España en el mundo durante 2016:
perspectivas y desafíos", which makes a prospective analysis …
Read more.

Past events at the Finnish
Institute of International
Affairs (FIIA)  Spring 2016
Nathalie Tocci, Deputy Director at Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI), gave a presentation at a twoday EU Global
Strategy seminar on EU’s Strategic Vision for Relations with Russia and the Eastern Neighbourhood. The seminar
was organised in cooperation with EUISS and the Ministry for Foreign Affairs of Finland. Photo: Mattias Lehtinen /
FIIA
Read more.

Past events at Istituto Affari Internazionali
(IAI)  Spring 2016
“Beyond the Deadlock: What Future for EURussia Relations?” 18
April, Rome. Conference organised in cooperation with Valdai Discussion Club. “ItalianGerman Town Hall Meeting”
05 April, Rome Conference organised within the framework of the "Dialogue on Europe" project. The third European
Town Hall Meeting took place with representatives from Italian civil society and the German Minister of State for
Europe, …
Read more.

Past events at Institut für
Europäische Politik (IEP) 
Spring 2016
KickOff Workshop of the project “Alternative Europa!” On 23 and 24 March 2016 the first workshop took place in
the ASKO Europa Stiftung in Saarbrücken in the new project “Alternative Europe!”. The project was launched by the
ASKO Europa Stiftung (AES) and the Europäische Akademie Otzenhausen (EAO) in cooperation with the Institut für
Europäische Politik (IEP). Given an increasing …
Read more.
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Past events at the Institute
of International Affairs and
the Centre for Small State
Studies of University of Iceland  Spring 2016
Open seminar on Small States in Tallinn, 15 april 2016 An open seminar on "Small States: Advancing International
Status through Smart Governance" took place in Tallinn on the 15th of April in the framework of the Erasmus+
Strategic Partnership “Small States in Europe: Opportunities and Challenges,” led by the Centre for Small State
Studies. The seminar brought together outstanding …
Read more.

Past events at the Prague
Institute of International
Relations (IIR)  Spring
2016
Expert public discussion on “Migration: An Opportunity, Not a Threat?” 25 April 2016, the Institute of International
Relations Prague
The Centre for European Security and the Centre for International Law of the Institute of
International Relations Prague, in cooperation with the Canadian Embassy, are the organizers of an expert public
discussion with François Crépeau, Professor and …
Read more.

Past events at the Latvian Institute
of International Affairs (LIIA) 
Spring 2016
Highlevel International Conference on the EU Global
Strategy and Central Asia 1 April, 2016, Riga On April 1,
the Latvian Institute of International Affairs in cooperation
with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of
Latvia, the European Union Institute for Security Studies
(EUISS) and FriedrichEbertStiftung organized a highlevel international conference “EU Global Strategy and Central
Asia: Vision …
Read more.

Past events at the Centre of
International Relations of University
of Ljubljana  Spring 2016
Workshop on “Crossborder Cooperation in the Refugee crisis” 11 April 2016, Centre for International Relations,
Ljubljana On 11 April 2016, a workshop on handling the refugee crisis was organised in Ljubljana by Centre for
International Relations (CIR), University of Ljubljana. At the event, a set of questions concerning the crisis were being
discussed with political representatives, members of humanitarian …
Read more.

Publications from TEPSA Member
Institutes
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Recent publications from
the Centre d’Etudes
Européennes of Sciences
Po  Spring 2016
Dageförde, Mirjam. Concepts of Congruence and Europeans’ evaluation of representation. A microlevelanalysis.
Cahiers européens de Sciences Po, n° 03/2016, Paris : Sciences Po, CEE, March 2016 The analysis of the relation
between citizens and politics is mostly conducted from two different perspectives and disciplines: On the one hand,
legislative scholars analyse legislative behaviour or evaluate representation in terms of responsiveness or …
Read more.

Recent publications from Real Instituto
Elcano – Spring 2016
William Chislett, Inside Spain nº125 20th January 22nd February.
22.02.2016. Spain to contribute €153 million to migration fund for
Turkey. Countdown to the investiture of a Socialist Prime Minister.
Spain records its worst score in corruption index, Popular Party hit
by more scandals. New government, whenever there is one, faces big budget hole. CAF wins £490 million rolling
stock contract …
Read more.

Recent publications from
the Finnish Institute of
International Affairs (FIIA) 
Spring 2016
Niklas Helwig, Europe’s New Political Engine: Germany’s role in the EU’s foreign and security policy, Report Sören
Scholvin, Geopolitics: An Overview of Concepts and Empirical Examples from International Relations, Working Paper
Elina Sinkkonen, New horizons and internal reforms: The regional implications of China’s military posture, Briefing
Paper Juha Käpylä, Harri Mikkola & Toivo Martikainen, Moscow’s Arctic dreams turned …
Read more.

Recent publications from Istituto Affari
Internazionali (IAI)  Spring 2016
The EU and the Global Development Framework. A Strategic Approach
to the 2030 Agenda, by Bernardo Venturi and Miryam Magro (Documenti IAI 16|05) March 2016, 10 p. The 17
Sustainable Development Goals of the 2030 Agenda adopted by world leaders in September 2015 are calling on the
EU to redefine its approach to development cooperation in the framework of the …
Read more.

Recent publications from Institut für
Europäische Politik (IEP)  Spring
2016
Pocket Book "Europa von A bis Z" The 14th edition of the IEP paperback classic “Europa von A bis Z” (in German)
edited by Prof. Dr. Werner Weidenfeld and Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Wessels has been published. In over 70 contributions
European experts explain on a sound academic basis all the important topics and terms from the politics, economy,
and history …
Read more.
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Recent publications from
the Prague Institute of
International Relations
(IIR)  Spring 2016
Petr Kratochvíl, EU Global Strategy Expert Opinion, No. 15, 05 February 2016 We present to you a special analysis
of the EU Global Strategy by the IIR Director Petr Kratochvíl. Petr Kratochvíl was among the very few top EU experts
selected to provide an opinion on the new EU Global Strategy. The European Union Institute for Security Studies
(EUISS) …
Read more.

Recent publications from the Latvian
Institute of International Affairs (LIIA) 
Spring 2016
Gunta Pastore, Leadership through the European Union Council
Presidency: Latvia and Central Asia – Riga: Latvian Institute of
International Affairs, 2016. – 18 p. This report offers additional insights
into how small states punch above their weight in the European Union (EU) through the Council presidency. It draws
lessons from the Latvian presidency during the first half of 2015. Specifically, it analyses …
Read more.

Recent publications from
the Institute of International
Relations ‘Clingendael’
Adriaan Schout, Why a national referendum does not work, but a European one will In this article, Adriaan Schouts
reflects on the broader implications of the recent Dutch referendum on the EUUkraine association
agreement. According to the author, the Dutch events have proven how a national referendum can paralyse joint
decision making. Against the background of the ongoing debate on the …
Read more.

Public consultation of the European
Commission
European Commission's Public Consultation on
a proposal for a mandatory Transparency
Register
The European Commission seeks the views of all interested parties on the
performance of the current Transparency Register for organisations and self
employed individuals engaged in EU policymaking and policy implementation
and on its future evolution towards a mandatory scheme covering the European Parliament, the Council of the EU
and the European Commission. This public consultation has a twofold objective: (1) …
Read more.

Follow us on Twitter and Facebook
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